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Abstract—Cache coherence states have recently been ex-
ploited to leak secrets through timing-channel attacks. The root
cause lies in the fact that shared data in state Exclusive (E) and
state Shared (S) are served from different cache layers. The
state-of-the-art countermeasure—S-MESI—serves both E- and
S-state shared data from the last-level cache (LLC) by explicitly
synchronizing the Modified (M) state across private caches and
the LLC. This has to sacrifice the silent upgrade feature that
MESI introduces for speedup. Moreover, it enforces protection
to not only exploitable shared data but also unshared data. This
further slows down performance, especially for write-after-read
intensive applications.

In this paper, we propose SwiftDir to efficiently secure
cache coherence against cover-channel attacks without overpro-
tection. SwiftDir fundamentally narrows down the protection
scope to write-protected data. Such exploitable shared data can
be uniquely identified with the write-protection permission in
the memory management unit (MMU) and do not necessarily
transit to state M. We validate this idea through tracing system
calls of shared libraries on Linux. We then investigate all three
commercial cache architectures (i.e., PIPT, VIPT, and VIVT)
and find it feasible to hitchhike the address translation process
to transmit the write-protection information from the MMU
to the coherence controller. Then SwiftDir enforces protection
over only write-protected data by serving all requests toward
them directly from the LLC with a constant latency. This not
only simplifies how MESI handles write-protected data but also
avoids how S-MESI overprotects them. Meanwhile, SwiftDir
still preserves silent upgrade for efficient handling of unshared
data. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our SwiftDir can
secure cache coherence while outperforming not only secure S-
MESI but also unprotected MESI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cache coherence states have recently been exploited to
leak secrets [65]. Such attacks have a different attacking
principle from a plethora of cache timing-channel attacks
that exploit the timing difference of cache hits and misses
[27], [42], [53], [54], [63], [67]. They exploit a finer-
grained timing difference among cache hits over data with
different coherence states. Consider the seminal coherence
protocol—MESI [46], [51]—for example. Serving a cross-
core access request with data in state Exclusive (E) takes
about 26 more cycles than with data in state Shared (S)
on an Intel Xeon processor [65]. This can be exploited to
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leak secret information through a timing-channel attack. On
2.67 GHz cores, the secret leakage rate can be as high as
700∼1,100 Kbps.

Shared memory as the prerequisite for coherence attacks,
however, is critical for performance speedup and cannot be
simply disabled [47]. It can be readily available through
shared libraries or memory deduplication [26], [27], [65],
[67], [69]. Shared libraries can be dynamically loaded at
program runtime instead of having to be jammed into
executable files at compile time [1], [6], [37]. This helps to
not only control program size but also save memory space
when multiple programs with common shared libraries are
loaded. Commonly used shared libraries such as libxul
are larger than 100 MB [25]. Furthermore, shared libraries
greatly ease program maintenance. Programs need no recom-
pilation upon possibly frequent updates of shared libraries
(e.g., libc has evolved through more than 40 versions
from 1994 to 2022 [22]). Beyond shared libraries, memory
deduplication pushes memory saving to another level [2],
[28], [29], [45]. It merges identical memory pages into one
and then releases redundant memory allocations. Empirical
measurements show that process heaps and shared libraries
are among the top sources for redundant pages [5]. The total
amount of redundant pages in a system ranges from 11.3% to
85.7% [15], [30]. For individual programs, memory dedupli-
cation can save 13.7%∼47.9% of memory space [28]. This
promises 1.2×∼1.9× speedup given program cold-starts.
Practical speedup effects during program execution should
be way much higher given the 100,000× speed gap between
memory and disk [31].

The state-of-the-art solution S-MESI [66] protects coher-
ence security at the cost of sacrificing the silent upgrade fea-
ture, which is offered by MESI for speedup. Silent upgrade
enables a core to locally update E-state data and change
the coherence state to Modified (M) without synchronizing
this state to the shared last-level cache (LLC). This is also
the root cause for coherence timing-channel attacks. When
the LLC receives a cross-core request toward an E-state
data block, it cannot determine whether the data block has
already been modified by its owning core. The LLC (i.e., the
coherence controller residing alongside the LLC controller
in particular) has to relay the cross-core request to the owner
for further handling. In contrast, if a cross-core request hits
an S-state data block, the LLC can directly serve it. S-MESI



thus brings explicit M-state notification back to the game.
If the LLC is not notified to upgrade an E-state block to
state M, it can make sure that E-state LLC data remain up
to date. This makes both E-state and S-state data be directly
served from the LLC, successfully mitigating the E/S timing
difference.

Albeit S-MESI’s effectiveness, we find that its speedup
sacrifice essentially arises from its overprotection enforce-
ment. S-MESI pulls back the silent upgrade effect for all
data without discrimination. However, as with various other
cache timing-channel attacks [26], [38], [67], coherence
timing-channel attacks can exploit only shared data through
shared memory [65]. It is inessential to overprotect unshared
data from coherence timing-channel attacks. We should
rethink secure coherence and strive for a solution without
overprotection and its caused performance degradation.

In this paper, we present SwiftDir as the first secure yet
efficient cache coherence without overprotection. It aims to
narrow down the protection scope to only exploitable shared
data. To this end, we answer a series of key questions:

• How to accurately identify exploitable shared data?
• How to efficiently notify the coherence controller with

data sharing status?
• How to securely modify coherence toward different

handling strategies for shared and unshared data?

Through tracing system calls on systems such as Linux,
we find that shared data can be accurately identified using
their write-protected permission found inside the memory
management unit (MMU). We then investigate all three com-
mercial cache architectures (i.e., PIPT, VIPT, and VIVT) to
figure out how the MMU interacts with cache controllers. We
find it feasible to hitchhike the address translation process
to transmit the write-protection information from the MMU
to the cache controller. Specifically, while accessing page
tables, we extract not only the translated address as usual
but also its associated read/write bit. Using this read/write
bit as an argument, we introduce only one lightweight
modification to cache coherence. That is, we essentially
develop a finer-grained GETS coherence request, with a
newly introduced GETS_WP to handle write-protected data
and with the original GETS to handle the other data.

SwiftDir then closes the E/S timing gap of exploited
shared data by essentially removing their E states. It achieves
so by directly setting initial loads of write-protected data into
state S. The rationale behind such modification is that write-
protected data are not supposed to associate with the M state.
They do not necessarily require the E state either for ease
of silent E→M upgrade. Therefore, our protection scheme
not only effectively avoids overprotection in S-MESI but
also essentially simplifies how MESI handles write-protected
data. In other words, it protects cache coherence through
simplification rather than complication. Even if the write-
protected permission may be somehow used to regulate

unshared data of special interests, SwiftDir can simply yield
a higher efficiency out of the enlarged protection scope.

In summary, we make the following major contributions
to secure cache coherence even with performance gains.

• We investigate the state-of-the-art S-MESI against co-
herence timing-channel attacks and identify overprotec-
tion as a key barrier to system performance (Section II).

• We present SwiftDir as the first attempt to efficiently
secure cache coherence without overprotection (Sec-
tion III). It narrows down the protection scope to only
exploitable shared data.

• We explore implementation strategies that make Swift-
Dir applicable to practical memory and cache architec-
tures (Section IV). SwiftDir not only effectively avoids
overprotection in S-MESI but also essentially simplifies
how MESI handles write-protected data.

• We implement SwiftDir using the gem5 simulator [43]
and validate security and performance of SwiftDir
with extensive single-threaded SPEC CPU 2017 bench-
marks, multi-threaded PARSEC 3.0 benchmarks, multi-
threaded read-only benchmarks, and write-after-read
intensive benchmarks (Section V). Experiment results
show that SwiftDir can successfully prevent coherence
timing-channel attacks. It outperforms both MESI and
S-MESI by completing about 900,000 more instructions
per second on a 3 GHz processor. For write-after-
read intensive benchmarks, our SwiftDir can reduce the
execution time of S-MESI by up to 61.79% and thus
yield a 2.62× program speedup.

II. PROBLEM

In this section, we first investigate how existing timing-
channel attacks exploit coherence states. We then underline
the limitation of the state-of-the-art countermeasure that sim-
ply nullifies exploitable yet speedup-oriented states. We will
present our SwiftDir solution to secure coherence protocols
while retaining speedup benefits in Section III.

A. Cache Coherence

Cache coherence should be preserved on any multicore
system such that different cores can access the same value
for the same memory location. In a multicore cache hier-
archy, all cores share an LLC while each of them owns at
least one layer of private cache. Consider, for example, when
both core A and core B have a copy of memory location
X in private caches. If core A modifies the value of its
local copy and core B receives no information about the
modification, subsequent accesses to memory location X on
core B will incorrectly return its local stale copy. To avoid
such incoherence issues, cache coherence protocols associate
each cached data block with a coherence state. Coherence
states may be updated upon access operations on local or
remote cores. They ultimately help to identify whether a data



block holds the latest value for its corresponding memory
location.

1) Coherence States: At the heart of a cache coherence
protocol is a finite-state machine that models how coherence
states transit among each other upon which memory access
requests. Its logic is implemented via a coherence controller
in hardware. Individual coherence controllers are integrated
into controllers of different storage components such as
cache, memory, and direct memory access (DMA). A coher-
ence protocol not only defines finite-state machines inside
each coherence controller but also coordinates the interaction
across different coherence controllers. It is memory requests
that initially trigger coherence events. Upon receiving a co-
herence event targeting a certain copy, a coherence controller
may take some actions (e.g., invalidating a local copy if
another copy with the same memory location is modified
on another core) and change the copy’s state (i.e., state
transition) if necessary. Actions can also trigger further
requests or responses. In other words, state transition is
not necessarily atomic. A state may need an acknowledge
response or a returned data block to transit to another state.
States that mark the start and end of a memory access
request are referred to as stable states. States in between
the transition of two stable states are called transient states
[46], [48], [49].

We next review typical coherence protocols focusing on
their stable states for brevity. As with most cache coherence
designs in the literature, we omit discussing transient states
whenever this does not impede understanding.

2) Coherence Protocols: MSI. The MSI protocol is sem-
inal and all cache coherence protocols deployed on modern
multicore chips inherit its three states—Modified, Shared,
and Invalid [32], [46].

• Modified (M). In the M state, a data block is dirty and
represents the only copy that holds the latest value for
its corresponding memory location across caches and
memory. Access requests for this memory location on
other cores should be forwarded to the core caching the
modified data block.

• Shared (S). In the S state, a data block is clean and
shared. It can be used to serve access requests from
both local and remote cores.

• Invalid (I). In the I state, a data block is invalid. A
request to it on the local core leads to a cache miss.

MESI. The MESI protocol introduces an Exclusive state
to make the traditional S state more fine-grained and save
coherence traffic. MESI and its slight variants such as
MOESI and MESIF [23] prevail in most modern processors
including Intel Xeon and AMD Opteron [65].

• Exclusive (E). In the E state, a data block is clean and
is exclusively cached on the core where it currently
resides. No valid copy for the same memory location
resides on other cores.

Private 
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Figure 1. Handling of coherence requests for E-state and S-state data in
MESI.

The E state helps to accelerate write-after-read accesses [46],
[65]. Without the E state, MSI marks a clean data block
with the S state and has no means to further determine
whether the S-state block is the only copy in the cache
hierarchy. To serve a subsequent write request targeting the
S-state block, the core cannot simply update the data value
or upgrade its S state to the M state. Instead, it needs to first
request ownership from the coherence controller; this request
triggers further invalidation commands to other cores for
avoiding potential stale copies therein [48]. MESI introduces
the E state to ensure that a data block is the only cached
copy for its corresponding memory location. Once a core
initially loads a data block, it sets the block in state E. Then
its subsequent write to the E-state block can be completed
without triggering coherence messages to other cores.

3) Coherence Architectures: Depending on where to store
the coherence states, coherence protocols can be archi-
tectured in two ways [60]: snooping and directory-based.
Snooping coherence protocols require each core to locally
track the coherence states of all its cached blocks. Since a
core has no idea of the exact data and coherence states on
other cores, cache accesses that might affect copies on other
cores trigger broadcast messages. For example, whenever
a cache miss occurs, the requesting core broadcasts its
requests to all the other cores via a bus or an interconnection
network. Every core with the requested data block responds
to the requesting core, following broadcast as well. With
the simplicity of snooping comes the limited scalability to
large-scale multicore chips. Therefore, modern processors
turn to directory-based coherence protocols [19], [31], [46].
We focus mainly on directory-based coherence protocols
in this paper. They store coherence states of all cached
blocks in a centralized or distributed directory. Cores direct
their access requests to the directory, which then decides
where to forward the requests for fetching the requested
data. Different cache layers return the requested data with
different access latencies. Such a timing difference has
recently been exploited for cover-channel attacks [65].

B. Coherence Attack Exploiting E/S States

Timing difference. We showcase the exploitable timing
difference of directory-based coherence protocols in Figure 1



[65]. Specifically, it arises from different access latencies for
fetching data blocks in E state and S state upon a cache miss.
Figure 1(a) presents the process to access an E-state data
block for memory location X in the LLC. Since Core A has
no copy of data with memory location X in its private caches,
it sends a request for memory location X to the directory
(step 1). The directory finds that the X-addressed data block
is exclusively cached on core B. Although the LLC also
has a copy for memory location X, the E state makes the
directory hard to ensure whether the value in the LLC is
obsolete. Therefore, the directory forwards the request to
the owner—Core B (step 2). Upon receiving the forwarded
request, Core B responds Core A with the requested data
block for memory location X (step 3). In contrast, when
the requested data block is in the S state (Figure 1(b)),
the directory ensures that the copy in the LLC holds the
same value with that of other copies cached in some core’s
private caches (i.e., Core B and Core C in this example).
The directory thus more quickly returns the requested data
block from the LLC instead of another core’s private caches.

Measurements on an Intel Xeon processor reveal an about
26-cycle timing difference for accessing E- and S-state data
[65]. This is sufficient for building an exploitable timing
channel [7], [8], [65].
Threat model. We consider an attacker that exploits the
timing difference for accessing shared data in E and S
states via a recently discovered timing-channel attack [65].
It employs two colluding processes—sender and receiver on
a multicore processor. The sender and receiver first construct
shared memory by directly calling a shared library or
indirectly leveraging memory deduplication [26], [27], [65],
[67], [69]. The sender aims to leak secrets to the receiver
without directly transmitting the corresponding data; this
helps evade forensics or similar auditing techniques [65].
It modulates the secret through coherence states (i.e., E and
S) of shared data. It can also create threads on different
cores. As for the receiver, it can neither directly access the
secret data nor direct communicate with the sender; but it
can decode secrets through the E/S timing channel.

Note that the E/S timing channel abuses only coherence
states by read operations on shared data. Read operations
crafted by the attacker aim to delicately manipulate coher-
ence states for encoding and decoding secrets. They are
different from heavy read operations used in the Rowham-
mer attack to corrupt victim data [34]. We consider the E/S
timing channel orthogonal to another type of attacks that ex-
ploits write operations on shared data [11], [47]. Specifically,
they leverage the fact that writing a shared page (by memory
deduplication) triggers a copy-on-write page fault. A private
copy of the shared page need be spawned first; the private
copy then serves the write operation. This makes writing a
shared page slower by an order of magnitude than writing
a non-deduplicated page. An exploitable timing channel is
thus formed. A recent software protection called VUsion

[47] mitigates exploits of both read and write operations
on shared data. Its key idea is enforcing copy-on-access on
both shared and non-shared pages. This makes sure that no
shared data be brought into caches. However, this may open
a door for denial-of-memory and denial-of-cache attacks.
Colluding programs can deliberately access a shared library
or pre-agreed data to quickly spawn many copies of identical
content to fatigue both memory and cache spaces.

In this paper, we follow the direction of the state-of-the-
art protection against E/S coherence attacks [66], striving for
an efficient hardware solution without inducing additional
vulnerabilities. The focus of protection lies in read opera-
tions on shared data. For copy-on-write attacks [11], [47],
we suggest to consider a copy-on-write page fault as a write
miss and integrate efficient handling of write misses. This
benefits from the essential difference between read misses
and write misses. Read misses serve instructions with inputs.
The time for handling a read miss can hardly be taken out
of the instruction execution time. In contrast, write misses
essentially serve for committing outputs. The quickest way
to handle them is to offer some place to write to. For
example, a potential efficient solution can be inspired by
the non-allocate write policy. Write results may take effect
in some dedicated cache/memory space rather sooner before
the block/page to be written gets available. We consider this
a different generic hardware-design direction and leave it for
future work.

As with [65], [66], we also do not consider other orthog-
onal timing-channel exploits through, for example, cache
hit/miss [14], [35], [41], [44], [59], cache replacement [12],
[61], port contention [8], TLB hit/miss [17], [24], [57], or
branch prediction [4], [16], [18].
Covert-channel attack. Consider a shared memory location
X for example. The sender and receiver may agree to
transmit bit 1 via E-state X and bit 0 via S-state X. To
place X in the E state, the sender can create a thread on one
core to initiate a cold-start access to memory location X.
To place X in the S state, the sender can create two threads
on two cores; both threads then access memory location X.
When the receiver accesses memory location X, it measures
the access latency and identifies sate E or S given a slow
or fast access, respectively. Finally, the receiver retrieves the
secret bit by respectively decoding state E or S to bit 1 or
0. This covert-channel attack can leak secrets at a high rate
of 700∼1,100 Kbps on 2.67 GHz cores [65].
Side-channel attack. We find that the preceding covert-
channel attack can be easily extended to build equiv-
alent side-channel attacks as in [11], [47]. Specifically,
the side-channel attack of interest [11], [47] aims to in-
fer whether victim shared-data have been accessed. Two
colluding attack-processes can exploit the E/S channel as
follows to impose such a side-channel attack on a victim
process. First, one attack process accesses victim shared-
data, the coherence state of which will be set as E. Within
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Figure 2. E→M transition in S-MESI.

a predefined interval, if the victim process also accesses the
same data, the coherence state transits to S. Otherwise, it
remains E. Then, upon the predefined interval times up,
the other attack process turns to access this same data.
The access latency reveals whether the coherence state is
E or S and thus whether the victim process has accessed
the victim data. Such side-channel attacks are proven to 1)
disclose which websites the victim have accessed and which
programs the victim has executed, 2) leak HTTP password
hashes, and 3) break address space layout randomization
(ASLR) [11], [47].

C. Countermeasure Nullifying E State
The state-of-the-art countermeasure—S-MESI—returns

the requested data in both states E and S from the LLC
[66]. However, this essentially nullifies the silent upgrade
effect from E to M that the E state is supposed to offer.
When traditional silent upgrade updates the E-state block in
private caches into state M, its corresponding copy in the
LLC stays in state E. Directly returning E-state data from
the LLC likely results in accessing stale data. Therefore, S-
MESI revokes silent upgrade and enforces the M state to be
synchronized across both private caches and the LLC.

Figure 2 showcases the modified E→M transition in S-
MESI. Upon receiving a write request for a private data
block in state E (step 1), the core sends a coherence request
to the LLC for privilege upgrade (step 2a) and transits state
E to a transient EMA state (step 2b). It then waits for the
LLC’s acknowledgement (step 3a), which indicates that the
LLC permits the upgrade and updates its coherence state
from E to M (step 3b). The acknowledgement from the LLC
triggers private caches to update the EMA state to the M
state. This completes the handling of a write access request.
For subsequent access requests toward the M-state block
in the LLC, the coherence controller uses the M state to
determine that the block has been modified in private caches
and it should forward the request to private caches.

Albeit its effectiveness against coherence attacks exploit-
ing E/S states, the state-of-the-art S-MESI [66] essentially
degrades MESI to MSI. The E state is necessary for opti-
mizing MSI performance (Section II-A2). Nullifying it from
MESI leads to inevitable performance slowdown, especially
for programs with heavy writes.

III. OVERVIEW

In this section, we present SwiftDir as a fundamentally ef-
ficient solution for secure cache coherence. We first identify

Table I
TRANSIENT STATES OF INTEREST ON L1 [21], [46].

State Description
ISD I→S/E waiting for Data response
EMA E→M waiting for LLC’s ACK

Table II
TRANSIENT STATES OF INTEREST ON LLC [21], [46].

State Description

IEDB I→E
waiting for memory’s Data and L1’s Unblock

IEB I→E
waiting for L1’s Unblock

ISD I→S
waiting for Data response

ESDB E→S
waiting for L1’s Data and L1’s Unblock

ESB E→S
waiting for L1’s Unblock

overprotection as the root cause for inefficiency of S-MESI.
It revokes silent upgrade from state E to state M for all
types of data. However, only shared data can be exploited
by coherence timing-channel attacks. We are motivated to
minimize the protection scope. We find that exploitable
shared data belong to write-protected data, whose E state
is redundant. We can simply remove their E state from
coherence to fundamentally throttle the exploited E/S timing
difference. This promises a way of protection by simplifica-
tion rather than complication. SwiftDir can outperform not
only the state-of-the-art secure coherence protocol but also
unprotected ones.

A. Motivation

The state-of-the-art S-MESI traps in an intrinsic dilemma
where performance and security are deemed contradictory
[66]. The introduction of state E brings better performance
at the cost of vulnerability [65]. To regain security, it seems
that we have to degrade the E state with performance
sacrifice. To showcase this dilemma, we present a thorough
analysis of the performance of MESI (Section II-A2) in
comparison with that of S-MESI that nullifies the E state
[66] (Section II-C).

For ease of understanding the protocol details, we first
clarify necessary coherence states and events in Tables I, II,
and III. For the L1 cache and LLC, the four stable states—
M, E, S, and I—have been defined in Section II-A2. Table I
and Table II further define the transient states of our interest.
We formulate a transient state as S1S2

R. In most cases,
the transient state appears during the transition from stable
state S1 to stable state S2 and the transition cannot complete
until receiving some Responses. For example, transient state
IEDB appears during the I→E transition while waiting for a
response of the requested Data and then an unBlock action
of the L1 cache. Only in rare cases does the ending stable
state S2 in S1S2

R turn to another stable state according to
the exact response. For example, ISD ends up in state E if
the core that issues the related request is the only core to
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Table III
COHERENCE EVENTS OF INTEREST [21], [46]. GETS_WP IS THE ONLY

COHERENCE REQUEST INTRODUCED BY SWIFTDIR.

Event From To Description

Load Core L1 core loads data
from cache

Store Core L1 core writes data to cache
Data_From
_Owner

L1 L1 L1 sends data to
remote requestor’s L1

GETS L1 LLC L1 loads data from LLC
WB_Data
_Clean

L1 LLC write back clean data

Upgrade L1 LLC upgrade L1’s data for
write permission

Unblock L1 LLC unblock blocking data
Exclusive_
Unblock

L1 LLC unblock blocking data
with exclusiveness

Data LLC L1 LLC sends data to L1
Data_
Exclusive

LLC L1 LLC sends data to L1
with exclusiveness

Fwd_GETS LLC L1 LLC forwards GETS
request to L1

Fetch LLC Mem fetch data from Mem

Mem_Data
LLC Mem transmit data from LLC

to Mem

Mem LLC transmit data from Mem
to LLC

ACK generic generic invalidation ack

GETS_WP L1 LLC L1 reads write-protected
data from LLC

cache the returned data. More coherence events that trigger
state transitions are described in Table III.

Figure 3 compares the E→M transition of MESI and that
of S-MESI. As shown in Figure 3(a), for traditional MESI,
after receiving the core’s Store event, the L1 cache line
pertained to the memory address to store can immediately
transit from state E to state M and then serve the Store
request. No coherence events are triggered from the L1 cache
to the LLC, where no state transition is involved either;
the LLC cache line with the requested memory address
remains in the E state. However, after nullifying the E
state for security, the E→M transition of S-MESI becomes
complicated and incurs overhead. As shown in Figure 3(b),
receiving the core’s Store request, the L1 cache can
no longer follow silent upgrade. First, it should send an
Upgrade request to the LLC and transfer to state EMA,

waiting for an ACK response from the LLC. After receiving
the Upgrade request, the LLC searches the requested cache
line and sees if the cache line is in state E. If so, the LLC
sends an ACK response to the L1 cache and then transfers
to the M state. The receipt of ACK triggers the L1 cache
to transit from state EMA to state M. Not until then can
the actual data modification take place. Unlike in traditional
MESI, such a complicated E→M transition in S-MESI slows
down the common write-after-read case at a system-wide
level.

We observe that the inevitable overhead by nullifying
the E state arises from overprotection. Since the coherence
attack exploits only shared data, protecting only shared
data is sufficient. However, S-MESI nullifies state E and
complicates the E→M transition for unshared data. A fun-
damentally efficient solution should minimize its scope of
protection.

In this paper, we are motivated to secure cache coherence
against timing-channel attacks without overprotection. To
our surprise, once after we narrow down the protection
scope, we even do not have to adopt costly solutions like
the complicated E→M transition in [66]. Instead, we de-
velop a lightweight modification to secure cache coherence
while both simplifying processing of exploitable shared data
and remaining traditional efficient processing of unshared
data. It breaks down the security-performance dilemma
and promises even higher performance than unprotected
coherence.

B. Methodology

Toward minimizing the scope of protection to only ex-
ploitable shared data, the ultimate goal is to enable a co-
herence protocol to identify shared data and hide the timing
difference from their accesses in E and S states. We highlight
three major strategies for our SwiftDir to achieve the goal
and elaborate on the associative key ideas afterwards.
Accurate identification of exploitable shared data. This
aims to narrow down the source of coherence timing-channel
attacks that exploit the timing difference for accessing shared
data in E and S states.
Efficient association of data and sharing status in the
cache hierarchy. This aims to limit hardware overhead for
tracking shared data in the cache hierarchy.



Secure modification of shared-data coherence. This aims
to enforce secure coherence on exploitable shared data
against timing channels while remaining traditional efficient
coherence handling of unshared data.

1) Accurate Identification of Shared Data: There are two
ways to produce exploitable shared memory for coherence
timing-channel attacks—shared library and memory dedu-
plication [65]. Through investigating memory management
on mainstream OSes (Section IV-A), we find that their cor-
responding access permissions are read-only and copy-on-
write, both of which can be categorized into write-protected.
We can thus accurately identify exploitable shared data via
write-protected data. Furthermore, we find that the MMU
already associates a permission bit to a unit of allocated
memory to specify whether it is write-protected. SwiftDir
directly inherits this bit for identifying write-protected data
without introducing any extra complexity.

2) Efficient Association of Cached Data and Sharing
Status: A straightforward way to mark write-protected data
in the cache hierarchy is to associate each cache line with
an one-bit indicator. However, this consumes cache capacity
and complicates hardware logic. We observe that an access
request needs to traverse the MMU for address translation
before the translated address can be used to complete cache
access. Therefore, we transmit the write-protected bit along
with its corresponding translated address from the MMU
to the cache hierarchy. It is used as a real-time argument
for access handling procedures without being a necessary
hardware add-on to each cache line.

A key question to address hereby is whether the relative
position of the MMU with respect to the cache hierarchy
makes a difference for MMU-cache interaction in Swift-
Dir. To answer this question, we thoroughly investigate all
common cache architectures including physically indexed
physically tagged (PIPT), virtually indexed virtually tagged
(VIVT), and virtually indexed physically tagged (VIPT) in
Section IV-B. Note that physically indexed virtually tagged
(PIVT) is usually not considered in both of academia and
industry; it makes no sense to use a virtual address for
tagging when its physical address is already known [36]. The
investigation reveals that different cache architectures bring
no significant difference to our SwiftDir design. Regardless
of the exact architecture, SwiftDir can always be satisfied in
that prior to accessing the PIPT LLC, the virtual-to-physical
address translation has already taken place.

3) Secure Modification of Shared-Data Coherence:
Leveraging the identification of shared data from the MMU,
we aim to efficiently secure shared-data coherence while not
affecting unshared-data coherence. Since the state-of-the-art
solution imposes a high overhead on the E→M transition
for unshared data (Figure 3), an intuitive efficient solution
may specialize an E state for shared data. Consider, for
example, using Ewp to denote this newly introduced state,
which is a stable state for write-protected data as the write-

protected permission can be used to identify shared data
(Section III-B1). It regulates both exclusiveness and write-
protection. The solution now only needs to make Ewp/S
timing difference unobservable. Specifically, upon the initial
load request for a write-protected data block, the corre-
sponding cache line directly transits to the Ewp state. Then,
to serve a subsequent remote load request, the Ewp-state
block is responded directly from the LLC, the same place
where a requested S-state block would be served. Albeit the
effectiveness against timing channels, the newly introduced
Ewp state does complicate cache coherence maintenance.

In this paper, we manage to secure cache coherence by
simplification instead of complication. We do not introduce
any extra state to protect coherence states against timing
channels. We advocate eliminating the E state for write-
protected data and set their initial loads directly with the
S state. As aforementioned, the E state aims to accelerate
the common write-after-read case. Write-protected data,
however, are not supposed to be written. They either do
not permit writes at all or trigger copy-on-write and serve
the write request on the triggered duplicate. This essentially
reveals that write-protected data need no silent upgrade
offered by the traditional E→M transition. Once after their
first loads to the cache hierarchy, we expect them to remain
the latest value and be readily suitable for serving remote
loads as S-state data. We thus set initially loaded write-
protected data in the S state, eliminating their E state.

IV. DESIGN

In this section, we detail the SwiftDir design. As sketched
in Figure 4, SwiftDir prevents timing channels by simplify-
ing coherence of exploitable shared-data (Figures 4(a)-(b))
and remains traditional efficient coherence for unexploitable
unshared-data (Figures 4(c)-(e)). For security, by eliminat-
ing the E state for shared-data, the exploited E/S timing
difference vanishes. For performance, while imposing no
overhead on unshared-data, SwiftDir accelerates the remote
load request for initially cached shared-data. This promises
a higher performance than both MESI and S-MESI do.

A. Identification of Shared Memory

We leverage the MMU to identify exploitable shared
memory and hitchhike the address translation process therein
to transmit the sharing status to the cache hierarchy. This
section focuses on the former question—how to accurately
identify shared memory from the MMU. The key idea is
that page table entries (PTEs) of shared memory managed
by the MMU set the Read/Write (R/W) field with the write-
protected permission.

1) Exploited Shared Memory is Write-protected: We start
with investigating that exploitable shared memory by co-
herence timing-channel attacks should be write-protected.
Specifically, the attacker produces shared memory by either
shared library or memory deduplication [65].
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Figure 4. SwiftDir coherence.

Shared library. We use the Linux strace tool [56] to trace
the system calls of a program using shared libraries. In
the tracing process, an essential system call—mmap [39]—
is found to establish a mapping between file/devices and
memory [39]. Different types of mapping and related write
permissions may be created according to the exact arguments
for mmap. In particular, the prot argument determines
whether the memory page is writable. For writable memory,
the flags argument further determines whether writes to
the memory page will be made visible to other processes
and whether the underlying file will be modified [39]. For
a shared library, most of its memory (e.g., code segment
and read-only data segment) cannot be written, with the
prot argument allowing PROT_READ. Some memory re-
gion (e.g., data segment) can be written, with the prot argu-
ment and the flags argument allowing PROT_WRITE and
MAP_PRIVATE, respectively. MAP_PRIVATE represents a
write-protected permission. It first invokes the copy-on-write
operation and then writes on the new copy instead of the
original memory.
Memory deduplication. Kernel same-page merging (KSM)
is a kernel feature for memory deduplication [2]. Using
KSM, the OS uses a kernel thread to search for memory
pages with the same content. Identical pages are merged
to one physical page and redundant pages release the
memory allocation. The merging process calls for the

write_protect_page function, which handles write-
protected memory and permits the merged memory page to
be copy-on-write.

2) Write-protected Manifests in PTE R/W Field: Having
observed that exploitable shared-memory is write-protected
in Section IV-A1, we further show that the write-protected
property manifests as the read permission in the R/W field
of PTEs. A PTE consists of various fields that specify
the address of the memory page and its status such as
freshness (i.e., the Dirty bit). All these information helps
the MMU to translate virtual addresses to physical addresses
and determine whether the physical page can be accessed as
requested. In particular, we find that the R/W bit is exactly
what we can use to associate with write-protected memory
from both shared library and memory deduplication. Without
loss of generality, our findings stem from the latest stable
release of Linux 5.16.13 as of April 2022 [58].
Shared library. Upon invocation, mmap first allocates only
virtual memory pages. The arguments prot and flags
passed to mmap determine the protection bits of the vir-
tual memory pages—vm_page_prot. Following demand
paging, a physical memory page will be allocated until
its corresponding virtual address is accessed and a page
fault is triggered. The page fault handling process allocates
the physical page and invokes function mk_pte to cre-
ate its PTE. Function mk_pte takes vm_page_prot of



the virtual page as an argument to set the PTE’s control
bits. When vm_page_prot conveys private mapping (i.e.,
MAP_PRIVATE for argument flags, corresponding to the
writable shared library in Section IV-A1) and unwritable
shared mapping (i.e., MAP_SHARED for argument flags
while not PROT_WRITE for argument prot, corresponding
to the unwritable shared library), the PTE’s R/W field is
cleared to 0 (read).
Memory deduplication. In comparison with shared library
management, it is relatively easier to link the write-protected
property of memory deduplication to PTEs’ R/W fields. The
write_protect_page function for merging memory
directly sets the R/W field of the merged page’s PTE to
0 (read).

B. Argumentation of Sharing Status

SwiftDir hitchhikes address translation to transmit the
write-protected information from the MMU to the cache
hierarchy for coherence maintenance. One may wonder that
different cache architectures lead to respective complexities
to this hitchhiking method. Consider, VIVT, for example. It
allows the core to send a virtual address to the L1 cache
even prior to address translation. To address such a concern,
we thoroughly investigate all the three cache architectures
in commercial use—PIPT, VIPT, and VIVT. We find that
SwfitDir suffices for the LLC to obtain the write-protected
information of the requested data until the request arrives at
the LLC. This requirement can be easily satisfied regardless
of cache architecture, simply because that the LLC is a
physical cache and address translation should have taken
place before accessing the LLC.

1) Cache Architecture Basics: Cache architectures can be
classified in terms of whether virtual or physical addresses
used to search requested data. A cache access handles a
requested address in two steps. First, the index bits are
used to locate the corresponding cache set. Second, the tag
bits are compared with the tag fields of the cache lines
within the cache set to determine a cache hit or miss.
Accordingly, PIPT and VIVT use physical addresses and
virtual addresses in both steps, respectively. VIPT uses
virtual addresses for set indexing and physical addresses for
tag comparison. Most processors adopt VIPT and PIPT for
L1 caches. For example, ARM Cortex-A series use PIPT L1
data caches and use VIPT or PIPT for L1 instruction caches
[3]. AMD Zen processors use VIPT for L1 data caches
[40]. Intel Skylake uses VIPT L1 caches [52]. VIVT caches
are used in relatively earlier processors, such as ARM720T
and ARM926EJ-S [3]. For the shared LLC on any known
processor, it always follows PIPT.

Figure 5 demonstrates how SwiftDir hitchhikes the ad-
dress translation process to transmit the write-protected
information read from the PTE’s R/W field to the cache hier-
archy with different architectures. For ease of understanding,
we associate each case with a (where, when) property to
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Figure 5. Transmission of write-protected information from MMU to
caches by hitchhiking address translation.

indicate on which cache layer and at which access step the
write-protected information reaches the cache hierarchy.

2) PIPT L1 Cache: (L1 Cache, Set Indexing): For a
PIPT L1 cache, given that cache access requires physical
addresses, address translation takes place before the access
request reaches the L1 cache. As shown in Figure 5 (a),
the core first requests the MMU for address translation. The
MMU finds the corresponding page table entry through the
translation lookaside buffer (TLB) or by page table walking,
translates the virtual address to a physical address, and
checks access permissions. Then it transmits the R/W bit
along with the translated physical address to the L1 cache.
This makes the write-protected information available as soon
as indexing sets on the L1 cache, which will later relay the
write-protected information to lower-level caches upon L1
cache misses.

3) VIPT L1 Cache: (L1 Cache, Tag Comparison): Dif-
ferent from PIPT L1 caches, a VIPT L1 cache removes
address translation from the critical path such that address
translation and cache access takes place concurrently. As
illustrated in Figure 5(b), while the MMU is translating the
virtual address, the VIPT L1 cache can already use part of
the virtual address for set indexing. When the translation
process completes, SwiftDir requires that both tag fields
and the write-protected information be sent to the VIPT L1
cache. If tag comparison for requested shared data returns
a cache miss, a coherence request containing the write-
protected information as an argument will be sent to lower-
level caches.

4) VIVT L1 Cache: (LLC, Set Indexing): For a VIVT
L1 cache, the write-protected information reaches the LLC
no sooner than the access request reaches the LLC. The
VIVT L1 cache uses virtual addresses for both set indexing
and tag comparison. As shown in Figure 5(c), address
translation takes place after L1 access and still precedes
PIPT LLC access [33]. We can thus guarantee that upon an
access request reaches the PIPT LLC, the write protected
information can be ready along with the physical address.



C. Modification of Coherence Protocol
SwiftDir imposes minimum modification on existing co-

herence protocols by narrowing down the protection scope
to only write-protected data. Motivated by the observation
that write-protected data are not supposed to be written, we
consider it less necessary to maintain their E state. SwiftDir
thus directly sets an initial load of write-protected data in
the S state. This way, write-protected data no longer transit
to the E state and are immune from timing-channel attacks
that exploit the E/S timing difference. Such a protection
simplifies coherence maintenance instead of complicating it,
which is deemed as a must by existing protection solutions.
We hitchhike the address translation process to pass the iden-
tification of write-protected data to the coherence controller.
As for non–write-protected data, SwiftDir still manages their
coherence using the original efficient coherence protocol
such as MESI.

We now detail how SwiftDir maintains coherence. Fig-
ure 4 showcases critical coherence transitions for ease of
understanding. We follow a two-level cache hierarchy with
directory-based MESI as in [65], [66]. Figures 4(a)-(b) and
Figures 4(c)-(e) target write-protected data and non–write-
protected data, respectively. Necessary coherence states and
events for understanding are listed in Tables I-III.

1) Coherence of Exploitable Shared Data: SwiftDir sets
initially loaded write-protected data to state S instead of
state E as in existing coherence protocols. To this end, we
modify the original I→E transition upon an initial load of
write-protected data to an I→S transition. This removes the
E→S transition for write-protected data and thus throttles
E/S timing channels in a fundamental way.

SwiftDir implements the I→S coherence transition for the
initial load of write-protected data as shown in Figure 4(a).
It removes the unnecessary exclusivity information of write-
protected data from the LLC. After the core initiates a load
request to a write-protected data block (step 1), the L1 cache
receives the write-protection requirement as well as the
physical address from the MMU. Since it is the initial load of
the requested write-protected data, the L1 cache encounters
a local miss. It sends a GETS_WP request to notify the LLC
that the load request targets write-protected data; L1 then
transfers to the ISD state (step 2). GETS_WP is the only
introduced coherence request by SwiftDir. It modifies the
original GETS by integrating the write-protected information
as an argument. Besides this request modification, Swfit-
Dir introduces no extra coherence states. Upon receiving
GETS_WP from L1, the LLC issues a Fetch request to
memory and transfers to the ISD state (step 3). The requested
data then transmit from memory to the LLC (step 4) and then
the L1 cache (step 5) without exclusivity attached. Given no
exclusive permission, both the LLC and L1 cache set the
received write-protected data in state S (step 5 and step 6).

2) Coherence of Unexploitable Unshared Data: As afore-
mentioned, SwiftDir remains the original coherence main-

Table IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERMS OF WHETHER E-STATE SHARED

AND UNSHARED DATA ARE EFFICIENTLY HANDLED.

Protocol Shared Data Unshared Data
serve E from LLC silent E→M on L1

MESI ✗ ✓

S-MESI [66] ✓ ✗

SwiftDir ✓ ✓

tenance for unshared data that are not vulnerable to the
E/S timing channel. Figures 4(c)-(e) illustrate typical co-
herence transition cases for how SwiftDir manages non-
write-protected data using MESI. It leads to no performance
overhead. In particular, SwiftDir reserves MESI’s efficient
handling of common write-after-read operations by silent up-
grade from state E to state M in the L1 cache (Figure 4(d)).
This helps SwiftDir to outperform existing protection that
enforces the E→M transition on both private caches and the
LLC (Figure 3(b)).

D. Security

SwiftDir secures cache coherence against the E/S-channel
timing attack in a fundamental way. Such a coherence attack
essentially exploits the timing difference between a remote
load of E-state shared data returned from the L1 cache and
a remote load of S-state shared data returned from the LLC.
The coherence modification by SwiftDir restrains shared
data from transiting to the E state. A direct I→S transition is
enforced instead (Figure 4(a)). Subsequent remote loads to
the shared data in caches thus always hit in S state and get
served from the LLC, as shown in Figure 4(b). This instantly
closes the exploitable E/S timing channel and prevents the
so caused timing-channel attacks.

E. Performance

SwiftDir secures cache coherence while outperforming
not only the existing solution but also the unprotected
protocol. Since SwiftDir handles shared and unshared data
differently, Table IV provides a qualitative performance
comparison in terms of whether both types of data can
be efficiently handled. We concentrate on E-state related
operations because the timing-channel attack under concern
exploits the timing gap between accesses over E-state data
and S-state data. For shared data, it is relatively more
efficient to serve a request hitting on an E-state block on
the LLC than to relay this request to the L1 cache for
handling. For unshared data, it is relatively more efficient to
remain silent upgrade of the original MESI (i.e., silent E→M
transition on the L1 cache without notifying the transition
to the LLC). We will justify the two observations shortly.
Prior to that, we conclude from Table IV that SwiftDir is the
only protocol to handle both types of data using respective
efficient choices. In contrast, both of the original MESI
protocol and state-of-the-art secure coherence protocol (i.e.,
S-MESI [66]) fail to do so.



Efficient service of E-state shared data from the LLC.
SwiftDir essentially replaces state E of shared data with state
S. This enables SwiftDir to serve requests for cached shared
data directly from the LLC. As shown in Figure 4(b), Core
A issues a remote load request to shared data previously
loaded by Core B (step 1). The requested data are in the S
state in both the L1 cache on Core B and the LLC. Core
A’s L1 receives the request and encounters a local miss. It
then forwards the request to the LLC and transits to the
ISD state (step 2). The LLC searches the requested data
and results in a local hit. Since the coherence state of the
requested data is S, the LLC acts as its owner. The LLC then
directly sends the requested data back to Core A’s L1 (Step
3), which further forwards the data to Core A and transits to
the S state. Throughout the entire process, SwiftDir enforces
neither state transition on the LLC and Core B’s L1 nor
communication between the LLC and Core B’s L1.

In contrast, the original MESI sets an initially loaded
data block (whether shared or not) on Core B in the E
state. Then a subsequent remote load request from Core
A will be processed as in Figure 4(e). It induces state
transitions on both the LLC and Core B’s L1 as well as
communication between the LLC and Core B’s L1. SwiftDir
thus protects exploitable shared data by simplifying their
coherence maintenance rather complicating that.
Efficient silent-upgrade of E→M for unshared data on
the L1 cache. While the existing secure coherence S-MESI
[66] also manages to serve a remote load of shared data
from the LLC, it achieves so by sacrificing the efficient
silent upgrade feature of MESI. This immediately slows
down the E→M upgrade of unshared data (Figure 3(b)).
However, SwiftDir remains the original silent E→M upgrade
that MESI introduces as a performance booster (Figure 4(d)).

In summary, SwiftDir outperforms the original unpro-
tected MESI and the state-of-the-art secure S-MESI in terms
of processing shared data and unshared data, respectively. It
thus secures cache coherence against timing-channel attacks
while counter-intuitively improving performance.

V. EVALUATION

Settings. We implement SwiftDir using gem5 [10], [20],
[43], a widely used cycle-level computer system simulator.
As summarized in Table V, we run SwiftDir on a processor
with 1∼4 cores and a two-level cache design in line with
related work [38], [55], [62], [68]. Each core owns private L1
Instruction and L1 Data caches. All cores share the same L2
cache. The baseline cache coherence is the directory-based
MESI protocol.
Workloads. We validate security and performance of Swift-
Dir on both single-core and multicore architectures. For
single-core experiments, we run the applications from the
SPEC CPU 2017 benchmark package [13]. We use the
benchmarks from both SPECrate 2017 Integer and SPECrate
2017 Floating Point suites. For multicore experiments, we

Table V
EXPERIMENT SETUP.

Module Configuration

Processor

1∼4 cores, 3 GHz
out-of-order 192-entry ROB
32-entry LQ & 32-entry SQ
superscalar width: 8

Private L1 I/D cache 64-Byte block, 4-way, 32 KB
RT latency: 1 cycle

Shared L2 cache
64-Byte block, 16-way
2-MB bank per core
RT latency: 16 cycles

TLB fully associative
64-entry ITB & 64-entry DTB

Memory

DDR3 1600 8x8, 1 channel
2 ranks, 8 banks per rank
1 KB row buffers
tCAS-tRCD-tRP: 11-11-11

run the applications from the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite
[9]. PARSEC statistics concentrate on each benchmark’s
Region of Interest (ROI), which includes the parallel code
of the benchmark for multicore execution. We then build
multi-threaded read-only applications to investigate the true
performance overhead if any for protecting different amounts
of shared data. Finally, we build typical write-after-read
intensive applications to investigate performance slowdown
induced by overprotection from the state-of-the-art secure
coherence.
Metrics. We evaluate SwiftDir security using the access
latency of data in various coherence states. The statistics
should guarantee that exploitable shared data no longer lead
to an exploitable timing difference of access latency. For
single-core applications, we evaluate SwiftDir performance
using the number of instructions per cycle (IPC). For mul-
ticore applications, we report the execution time of the
ROI because synchronization in these applications affects
the actual instruction count [50], [64]. We normalize these
metrics of SwiftDir over that of the unsafe baseline MESI,
in comparison with the state-of-the-art secure S-MESI. A
better performance calls for a higher normalized IPC or a
lower normalized execution time.
Results. Extensive experiment results show that SwiftDir
successfully throttles the traditionally exploited timing chan-
nel of shared-data accesses by unifying handling of all such
accesses in the LLC. Access latencies of shared data in
emulated SwiftDir are centralized around 17 cycles. Our
SwiftDir shows a potential to reduce the execution time of
S-MESI by up to 61.79% and thus yield a 2.62× speedup.

A. Security: Timing Channel Prevention

We measure the access latency of traditionally vulnerable
shared data to show that SwiftDir successfully prevents the
timing channel. The timing channel exploited by existing
coherence timing-channel attacks arises from different ac-
cess latencies over shared data in state E and state S. MESI
serves data in the S state directly from the shared L2 cache
where resides also the directory controller. Data in the E
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Figure 6. SwiftDir coherence latency.

state are, however, indirectly served from the private L1
cache. To avoid the so caused timing difference, SwiftDir
manages to serve all requests to shared data directly from
L2. Let Load WP(L1I&L2S) represent such requests, where
L1I&L2S specifies that the requested data block is currently
in state Invalidate in the requesting core’s L1 and in state
Shared in L2.

Figure 6 reports the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of Load WP(L1I&L2S) by SwiftDir, in comparison
with that of Load(L1I&L2S) by MESI. Two observations
can be drawn in Figure 6. First, SwiftDir links shared data
to write-protected data and unifies the handling of them
into Load WP(L1I&L2S). It thus leaves the attacker with
no timing difference to differentiate or exploit. Second,
the access latencies of Load WP(L1I&L2S) are central-
ized around 17 cycles and highly comparative to that of
Load(L1I&L2S). Integration of the write-protection permis-
sion into Load WP(L1I&L2S) thus imposes a negligible
overhead on Load(L1I&L2S).

B. Performance: Single-Threading

We start performance evaluation with the single-threaded
benchmarks in the SPEC CPU 2017 suite. Performance
statistics of each benchmark are collected over execution
of one billion instructions.

Figure 7 reports the normalized IPC of SwiftDir in
comparison with that of S-MESI, with MESI as the baseline.
Our SwiftDir outperforms MESI in a relatively constant
way. Only for one benchmark—xalancbmk—does Swift-
Dir yield an about 0.003% lower IPC.

In contrast, S-MESI shows a more dynamic result. Nearly
half of benchmarks yield lower IPCs using S-MESI than
using MESI, especially for bwaves (0.12% lower), wrf
(0.10% lower), xalancbmk (0.09% lower), and xz (0.07%
lower). S-MESI rarely shows a much higher IPC than MESI
does for benchmarks such as blender (0.28% higher) and
povray (0.37% higher). This behavior can be explained
as follows. S-MESI revokes silent upgrade of MESI. A
modification operation in L1 also sets the coherence state of
related data in L2 as M. L2 considers this M-state data block
as being recently accessed and makes it less susceptible to
be replaced by the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement
policy. This further avoids related cache misses and speeds

up benchmark execution toward a higher IPC.
In summary, SwiftDir outperforms both MESI and S-

MESI in terms of most single-threaded SPEC benchmarks.
It yields a 0.03% higher IPC and a 0.01% higher IPC on
average than do MESI and S-MESI, respectively. Put in
the real context with a 3 GHz processor (Table V), this
makes SwiftDir handle 900,000 and 300,000 more instruc-
tions per second than MESI and S-MESI do, respectively.
Without considering blender and povray that dominate
the average result of S-MESI, it turns to be outperformed
by MESI with a 0.005% lower IPC. In this case, SwiftDir
yields a 0.03% higher IPC and thus 900,000 more instruction
completion per second on average than both MESI and S-
MESI do.

C. Performance: Muti-Threading

We then evaluate SwiftDir performance using the multi-
threaded benchmarks in the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite.
On a 4-core processor, each benchmark spawns four threads
to accelerate ROI execution. Note that the execution time
of the ROI instead of IPC is a well accepted metric
for evaluating multi-threading performance. We choose the
simmedium input set for each benchmark. Such an input
scale is considered sufficient for measuring performance
without bias.

Figure 8 reports the execution time of SwiftDir and S-
MESI normalized over that of MESI. SwiftDir outperforms
both MESI and S-MESI in terms of a shorter execution time
on average. In accordance with its performance behavior for
single-threaded benchmarks, S-MESI again shows relatively
diverse results. It averagely has a 0.41% longer execution
time than MESI does. In contrast, SwiftDir outperforms
MESI for most benchmarks. Only for three benchmarks—
dedup, freqmine, and swaptions—does SwiftDir be-
come slower than MESI by respectively 3.30%, 0.41%,
and 2.65%. We find it challenging to reason about such
performance fluctuations. We suspect that they may be
related to uneven LLC eviction rates across multiple threads
of the same benchmark. Specifically, some threads may have
higher data locality than others, which are forced to suffer
from relatively more cache misses and thus slower execution.
On average, SwiftDir outperforms both MESI and S-MESI
with a 2.01% and 2.31% shorter execution time, respectively.

D. Performance: Amount of Shared Data

As Table IV summarizes in Section IV-E, SwiftDir
promises a better performance with two efficient features—
serving E-state shared data from the LLC and preserv-
ing silent E→M transition for unshared data on the L1.
Section V-B and Section V-C have demonstrated that the
two features help SwiftDir outperform MESI and S-MESI
on average for both single-threaded and multi-threaded
benchmarks with mixed shared and unshared data. We next
crystallize how either feature contributes to performance
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Figure 7. Single-threaded SPEC benchmarks – Normalized IPC of SwiftDir and S-MESI over that of MESI.
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Figure 8. Multi-threaded PARSEC benchmarks – Normalized execution
time over MESI.

speedup. We start with evaluating the effect of serving E-
state shared data from the LLC in this section and continue
with evaluating the effect of silent E→M transition for
unshared data on the L1 in Section V-E.

We construct a two-threaded application and pin the
threads to respective cores. We first run one thread to access
a series of exploitable shared data. Then we run the other
cross-core thread to re-access the accessed data through
remote loads. Such remote loads lead to E→S transitions for
MESI yet more efficient S→S transitions for both S-MESI
and SwiftDir. We measure the time for the re-access process.
Figure 9 reports the normalized measurement results given
different amounts of exploitable shared data ranging from
1,000 to 5,000. SwiftDir shows a comparative performance
speedup as S-MESI. SwiftDir and S-MESI reduces the
execution time of MESI by 0.46% and 0.57% on average,
respectively.

E. Performance: Write-after-read Intensive

Finally, we build write-after-read intensive applications
for performance evaluation. We consider these applica-
tions with particular interest because S-MESI leads to L1-
L2 communication upon every write-after-read operation.
Such communication is, however, unnecessary in MESI and
SwiftDir where silent upgrade (i.e., E→M transition) takes
place in the L1 cache. Furthermore, S-MESI enforces such
communication on not only exploitable shared data but also
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Figure 9. Multi-threaded read-only benchmarks – Normalized execution
time over MESI.

unshared data that are secure against coherence covert-
channel attacks. Such an overprotection may further slow
down S-MESI. To validate the preceding observations, we
compile three typical applications with intensive write-after-
read operations—array assignment, array insertion, and array
sorting.

Figure 10 reports the execution time of SwiftDir and S-
MESI normalized over that of MESI. SwiftDir and MESI
show a comparative performance. Both outperform S-MESI
in all the three write-after-read intensive applications. In
particular, Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) report results using
TimingSimpleCPU and DerivO3CPU in gem5 configu-
ration, respectively. TimingSimpleCPU specifies a CPU
type that does not support out-of-order execution. It helps to
scrutinize how coherence overprotection affects write-after-
read performance. In contrast, DerivO3CPU integrates out-
of-order execution into the CPU. We use DerivO3CPU to
demonstrate how coherence overprotection further hinders
performance.

As Figure 10(a) shows, SwiftDir takes a 25.99%, 18.91%,
and 10.23% shorter time than S-MESI does to run array as-
signment, array insertion, and array sorting. This accordingly
yields a speedup of 1.35×, 1.23×, and 1.14× even without
out-of-order execution. Once augmented with out-of-order
execution (Figure 10(b)), SwiftDir demonstrates a higher
potential for speedup. It reduces the execution time of S-
MESI for array assignment, array insertion, and array sorting
by 43.23%, 61.79%, and 34.3%, respectively. In other words,
SwiftDir boosts the speedup to 1.71×, 2.62×, and 1.52×.
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Figure 10. Write-after-read intensive benchmarks – Normalized execution
time over MESI.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented and evaluated SwiftDir as the first at-
tempt to secure cache coherence with performance gains. We
find that exploitable shared data belong to write-protected
data, whose E state is redundant. We can simply remove
their E state from coherence to fundamentally throttle the
exploited E/S timing difference. This promises a way of
protection by simplification rather than complication. Swift-
Dir explores a series of implementation strategies to benefit
practical systems. We validate security and performance of
SwiftDir through extensive single-threaded SPEC bench-
marks, multi-threaded PARSEC benchmarks, multi-threaded
read-only benchmarks, and write-after-read intensive bench-
marks. It outperforms not only secure S-MESI but also
unprotected MESI.
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